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We study graphs defined on families of finite sets of natural numbers and their chromatic
properties. Of particular interest are graphs for which the edge relation is given by the
shift.We show thatwhen considering shift graphswith infinite chromatic number, one can
center attention on graphs defined on precompact thin families. We define a quasi-order
relation on the collection of uniform families defined in terms of homomorphisms between
their corresponding shift graphs, and show that there are descending ω1-sequences.
Specker graphs are also considered and their relation with shift graphs is established. We
characterize the family of Specker graphs which contain a homomorphic image of a shift
graph.
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1. Introduction
Shift graphs on the collection of (hyper)edges of a given (hyper)graph introduced by Erdős and Hajnal [7,8] are a well
studied class of graphs (see, for example, [10,6,5]). There is an earlier similar graph construction initiated by Specker [15]
and made explicit by Erdős and Rado [9]. The class of Specker graphs is also well studied and also has some applications
(see, for example, [6,1]). Motivated by a discrete version of the well known problem asking for a characterization of Borel
graphs of infinite Borel chromatic number [11], we study here collections of finite subsets of N that have infinite chromatic
number under the shift edge relation (see also [4]). We also examine the corresponding Specker graphs and the precise
relationship between these two graph constructions in the context of collections of finite subsets of N. For example, we
study a quasi-order relation on the collection of uniform families (in the sense of [14]) of finite subsets ofN defined in terms
of homomorphisms between their corresponding shift graphs, and show that there are descending ω1-sequences of such
shift graphs.We also characterize the family of Specker graphs which contain a homomorphic image of a shift graph defined
on a uniform family of finite subsets of N.
2. Shift graphs
A family F ⊆ [ω]<ω is precompact if its topological closure (seen as a subset of the Cantor set) contains only finite
sets. This is a well studied condition on a family of finite subsets of ω because of the fact that several problems from the
Banach space geometry have reformulations in this context (see, for example, [12]). We consider here precompact families
F ⊆ [ω]<ω as the vertex set of the graph (F ,▹)where ▹ is the shift relation
s ▹ t iff s \min(s) ⊑ t,
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and⊑ is the initial segment relation between finite subsets ofω, i.e., u ⊑ v if and only if u is an initial segment of v relative to
the usual ordering of ω. We say that a subset F ′ of F is independent if there are no s, t ∈ F ′ such that s ▹ t . The chromatic
number of a graph of the form (F ,▹), denoted by Chr(F ,▹), is the least k ≤ ℵ0 such that there is a partition of F into
k-many independent sets.
Recall that a family F of finite subsets of ω is thin if no element of F is a proper initial segment of another element of
F . Recall also that F is a front on an infinite set X ⊆ ω if F is thin and every infinite Y ⊆ X has an initial segment in F .
A family F is a barrier on an infinite set X ⊆ ω if no element of F is a proper subset of another element of F and every
infinite Y ⊆ X has an initial segment in F .
A family F of finite subsets of ω is Ramsey if for every finite partition F = F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk and for every infinite A ⊆ ω
there is an infinite B ⊆ A such that at most one of the restrictionsF1  B, . . . ,Fk  B is nonempty. Here,F  Y := F ∩P (Y ).
Theorem 2.1 ([13]). Every thin family of finite subsets of ω is Ramsey.
We also recall the definition of uniform family from [14].
If F is a family of finite sets of natural numbers, n ∈ ω, and A ⊆ ω, then
F{n} = {t : n < min(t)and {n} ∪ t ∈ F }
F  A = {s ∈ F : s ⊆ A}.
Definition 2.2 ([14]). Let α be a countable ordinal. A family F of finite subsets of N is α-uniform on A ∈ [ω]ω if
(i) α = 0 and F = {∅}, or
(ii) α = β + 1 and for every n ∈ A, the collection F{n} is β-uniform on A/n, or
(iii) α is a limit ordinal and there is an increasing sequence {αn : n ∈ N} of ordinals with limit α such that for every
n ∈ A,F{n} is αn-uniform on A/n.
We say that F is uniform on A if it is α-uniform for some α < ω1. As before, if the set A is not explicitly mentioned, it is
because A = N or it is determined by the context.
Graphs defined by the shift relation ▹ on families of finite sets of natural numbers are interesting objects that appear
in different contexts. The following propositions show that for studying chromatic properties of graphs of this kind we can
restrict ourselves to precompact families which are moreover thin.
We start with the first sufficient condition on a family F to be infinitely chromatic under ▹.
Proposition 2.3. If F is a front on an infinite set X of natural numbers, then the chromatic number of the shift graph (F ,▹) is
ℵ0.
Proof. Given a finite decomposition F = ki=0 Fi, we apply Theorem 2.1, and find an i and an infinite subset Y of X such
that Fi  Y is a front on Y . So in particular, we can find s, t ∈ Fi such that s ▹ t . 
Given a family F , let F min be the collection of elements s of F which are minimal in the sense that no proper segment
of s is an element of F .
Proposition 2.4. If Chr(F ,▹) = ∞, then Chr(F min,▹) = ∞.
Proof. Given s ∈ F , let n = n(s) be the least number which is the maximum element of a subsegment of s which
belongs to F . Once n has been fixed, let m = m(s) be the largest number such that there is a subsegment of s in F
with maximum element n and minimum element m. This determines a minimal segment t(s) of s which is in F . We have
F min = {t(s) : s ∈ F }.
Suppose (F min,▹) is finitely chromatic, and let c be a finite coloring. We define a finite coloring of F as follows: for
s ∈ F , if there is a initial segment t of s in F min, put d(s) = (0, c(t)). Otherwise define d(s) coloring s according to the
parity of the number of elements of s below min(t(s)), putting d(s) = (1, i), where i ∈ {0, 1} is the parity of the number of
elements of s below t(s).
It is not difficult to see that d is indeed a finite coloring of F . First, given s ∈ F , if t(s) is an initial segment of s, and s ▹ s′
for some s′ ∈ F , then, either t(s′) is an initial segment of s′ and then t(s) ▹ t(s′) and so c(t(s)) ≠ c(t(s′)), or t(s′) is not an
initial segment of s′, and then d(s) ≠ d(s′). If, on the other hand, t(s) is not an initial segment of s, then t(s′) = t(s) for any
s′ ∈ F with s ▹ s′, and in this case d(s) ≠ d(s′) since for some i > 0, d(s) = (1, i) and d(s′) = (1, i− 1). 
By this proposition, we may restrict our attention to infinitely chromatic families F that are antichains with respect to
the relation⊑. Recall that such families are called thin.
From now on, if F ⊆ [ω]<ω and (F ,▹) has infinite chromatic number we will say that F is infinitely chromatic.
Proposition 2.5. Every precompact thin family F ⊆ [ω]<ω such that Chr(F ,▹) = ∞ contains a subfamily F0 ⊆ F such that
Chr(F0,▹) = ∞ and such that whenever s ▹ t for s, t ∈ F0, then s \min(s) is a proper initial segment of t.
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Proof. Given F such that Chr(F ,▹) = ∞. Consider F min ⊆ F . We have shown that Chr(F min,▹) = ∞, and this is all we
need since for any two members s, t of F min, if s ▹ t , then max(s) < max(t). 
In view of this proposition we may restrict our attention to families for which s ▹ t implies that s \ min(s) is a proper
initial segment of t . These families will be called regular.
The reason why we can restrict our attention to precompact families is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6. Every thin family F ⊆ [ω]<ω such that Chr(F ,▹) = ∞ contains a precompact subfamily F0 ⊆ F such that
Chr(F0,▹) = ∞.
Proof. Let F be a thin infinitely chromatic family of finite subsets of ω.
Suppose there is n ∈ ω such that every finite subfamily G ⊆ F having the property that for every s ∈ G the minimum
of s is above n, Chr(G,▹) ≤ n; and for every such finite subfamily G of F , fix an n-coloring cG of (G,▹). In this case we will
give an n-coloring of F , reaching a contradiction.
For every s ∈ F , such that min(s) > n let
sˆ = {G : G ⊆ F ,G is finite, s ∈ G and Chr(G,▹) ≤ n}.
The collection {sˆ : s ∈ F ,min(s) > n} has the finite intersection property, since for every finite collection s0, . . . , sk−1
with min(si) > n for every i < k, {s0, . . . , sk−1} ∈ sˆ0 ∩ · · · ∩ sˆk−1. Therefore this family generates an ultrafilterU on the
collection of finite subfamilies of F with chromatic number ≤ n. We define an n-coloring of F as follows. Given s ∈ F ,
we put c(s) = i, where i < n is the unique number such that {G ∈ sˆ : cG(s) = i} ∈ U. Then c is a coloring of F , since for
s, t ∈ F , s ▹ t , if c(s) = i, then {G ∈ sˆ ∩ tˆ : cG(s) = i} ∈ U. For any G in this set, cG(t) ≠ i, and thus c(s) ≠ c(t).
Therefore, such an n does not exist, and so for each n there is a finite subfamily Fn ⊆ F such that for each element s of
Fn,min(s) > n, and (Fn,▹) has chromatic number greater than n. Then the collection
{Fn : n ≥ 1} is contained in F ,
has infinite chromatic number, and is (trivially) precompact. 
There are plenty of examples of precompact thin families of finite subsets of ω of infinite chromatic number. In fact,
as we have already mentioned, any front is such an example. Another simple way of getting such families is through the
following construction. A familyF ⊆ [ω]2 determines a graph onω, namely, a pair {m, n} is an edge of the graph if and only
if {m, n} ∈ F .
Proposition 2.7. For a family F ⊆ [ω]2,
Chr(ω,F ) = ∞ if and only if Chr(F ,▹) = ∞.
Proof. To prove the non-trivial implication from left to right, let c : F → l be a finite coloring of (F ,▹). Define
d : ω→ P (l) by
d(j) = {c({i, j}) : i < j, {i, j} ∈ F }.
If d(j) ≠ d(k) for every {j, k} ∈ F then we are done since then d is a good coloring of (ω,F ). Otherwise find
{j, k} ∈ F , j < k, such that d(j) = d(k) = X ⊆ l; and let m = c({j, k}). Then, since m ∈ d(k),m ∈ d(j), and so there
is i < j such that c({i, j}) = m. But then, {i, j} ▹ {j, k}witness the fact that c is not a good coloring of F . 
Definition 2.8. Given a family F ⊆ [ω]<ω , define
1. F [1] = F , and
2. F [k+1] = {s ∪ t : s ∈ F , t ∈ F [k], s ▹ t}.
The argument from the previous lemma establishes the following.
Lemma 2.9. For every thin family F ⊆ [ω]<ω , Chr(F ,▹) = ∞ implies Chr(F [k],▹) = ∞ for every positive integer k.
Proof. We may assume that F is regular as well. The proof is by induction on k. Suppose that for some k ≥ 1, the family
F [k+1] is finitely chromatic. Fix a good coloring c : F [k+1] → l for some l < ω. Define d : F [k] → P (l) by
d(t) = {c({s ∪ t}) : s ∈ F , s ▹ t}.
Suppose there exist t, u ∈ F [k] such that d(t) = d(u) but t ▹ u. Let m = c(t ∪ u). Then m ∈ d(u) and therefore m ∈ d(t).
Then we can find s ∈ F such that s ▹ t and m = c(s ∪ t). Let t0 be the unique initial segment of t belonging to F . Then
t0 ▹ u and t ∪ u = t0 ∪ u, so t ∪ u belongs to F [k+1]. But then s ∪ t and t ∪ u are elements of F [k+1] that get the same color
m although s ∪ t ▹ t ∪ u, a contradiction. 
Having in mind definitions of infinite rank barriers such as for example the Schreier barrier, one may wish to extend
Lemma 2.9 to infinite exponents as well. Unfortunately this cannot be done, as the following example shows.
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Example 2.10. Fix m ∈ ω. For k < ω, let mk = 2km. For each k, let Gk be the complete graph defined on the set
Vk = {mk,mk + 1, . . . ,mk+1 − 1}, and let G = ∞k=n Gk, the disjoint sum of Gk’s. Clearly G is infinitely chromatic. The
associated family




is thus, by Proposition 2.7, infinitely chromatic, and clearly for {i, j} ∈ F , if i < j then j < 2i. However, the family
F [ω] = {s0 ∪ s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sn−1 : s0, . . . , sn−1 ∈ F , s0 ▹ s1 ▹ · · · ▹ sn−1, n = min(s0)+ 1},
on the other hand, is empty, thus finitely chromatic.
Let S : [ω]ω → [ω]ω be the shift function defined by
S(X) = X \ {min(X)}.
In their article [11], Kechris, Solecki and Todorcevic study graph coloring problems in the context of descriptive set theory.
They consider graphs G = (X, E)where X is a standard Borel space and the edge relation E is definable, for example, Borel,
or analytic; in this case, we say that c : X → k, with k ≤ ℵ0 is a Borel coloring if besides being a coloring of the graph, it
is a Borel measurable function (k endowed with the discrete topology). The Borel chromatic number of the graph, denoted
by χB(G), is the least k for which there is a Borel k-coloring. If no such Borel coloring exists, it is said that the graph has
uncountable Borel chromatic number, and this is expressed by χB(G) > ℵ0.
We end this section with some questions that indicate possible applications of this study of shift graphs of the form
(X, S), whereX is a Borel subset of [ω]ω (see also [11,4]). The questions that we state all bare some relationship to the still
open problem from [11] asking whether every Borel graph of the form (X, S) and of infinite Borel chromatic number admits
an S-preserving map f : [ω]ω → X. However, before we state these questions we need to introduce some notation. If F
is a thin family of finite subsets of ω, by F [<∞], we denote the family of all finite sets of the form s0 ∪ s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sn where
s0 ▹ s1 ▹ s1 ▹ · · · ▹ sn is a finite shift-increasing sequence of elements of F . We consider F [<∞] as a tree ordered by the
relation⊑ of end-extension. By [F [<∞]], we denote the collection of all infinite branches of this tree which we identify with
the collection of all infinite subsets X of ω all of whose finite initial segments belong to the tree F [<∞]. Clearly, [F [<∞]]
is a closed subset of [ω]ω . A front of F [<∞] is an antichainH of the tree (F [<∞],⊑) (and, therefore, a thin family of finite
subsets of ω) with the property that every branch X ∈ [F [<∞]] has an initial segment inH .
Question 2.11. Suppose F is a thin precompact family of finite subsets of ω such that Chr(H,▹) = ∞ for every front H of its
tree (F [<∞],⊑). Is ChrB([F [<∞]], S) = ∞?
Question 2.12. Suppose F is a thin precompact family of finite subsets of ω such that Chr(H,▹) = ∞ for every front H of its
tree (F [<∞],⊑). Does there exist a barrier B on ω and a mapping f : B −→ F such that s ▹ t implies f (s) ▹ f (t)?
Question 2.13. Suppose that for some closed set X ⊆ [ω]ω we have that ChrB(X, S) = ∞. Does there exist a precompact thin
family F ⊆ [ω][<ω] such that ChrB([F [<∞]], S) = ∞ and [F [<∞]] ⊆ X?
Question 2.14. SupposeO ⊆ [ω]ω is an open set with the property that ChrB(O, S) = ∞ and let F ⊆ [ω][<ω] be a thin family
such that O =s∈F [s]. By Proposition 2.6 there is a precompact F0 ⊆ F such that Chr(F0,▹) = ∞. Can one choose such F0
to have the stronger property ChrC ([F [<∞]0 ], S) = ∞?
3. Shift graphs defined on uniform families of finite sets
Recall that our interest in this paper is to study the shift graphs on families of finite subsets of ω. For two families F
and G of finite subsets of ω, write F ≤ G if there is a graph-homomorphism between the corresponding shift graphs, i.e., a
mapping f : F → G such that s ▹ t, s, t ∈ F implies f (s) ▹ f (t). In this sectionwe study the corresponding quasi-ordering
relation defined between uniform families. Given two uniform familiesA,B, set
A ≼ B iff (∃X ∈ [ω]ω)A  X ≤ B  X .
We will use several concepts and results of the theory of uniform families and barriers as presented for example in II.3
of [3]. All these concepts make sense in any other Ramsey space (see [17]).
Lemma 3.1. If A is α-uniform on X, there is an infinite Y ⊆ X such that if s, t ∈ B  Y , andmin(s) < min(t), then |s| ≤ |t|.
If A is α-uniform on X andB is β-uniform on X, with α < β , there is an infinite Y ⊆ X such that if s ∈ A  Y , t ∈ B  Y , and
min(s) < min(t), then |s| < |t|.
Proof. By induction on α. 
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Next, we prove that we can assume that if f : B → C preserves shifts, then for every s ∈ B,min(s) < min(f (s)).
Lemma 3.2. Let B and C be uniform families. Bα-uniform and Cβ-uniform with α < β . Let f : B → C be such that for
s, t ∈ B ,
s ▹ t implies f (s) ▹ f (t).
Then there is an infinite set X such that for every s ∈ B  X,
min(s) < min(f (s)).
Proof. By II.3.12 and II.3.16 of [3] we can assume that no element of C is an initial segment of an element of B. We will
show that there is an infinite set X such that for every s ∈ B  X,min(s) < min(f (s)).
We can partition B into three pieces according to min(s) < min(f (s)),min(s) = min(f (s)), or min(s) > min(f (s)),
therefore there is an infinite X such that one of the cases holds for every s ∈ B  X . Suppose that for every s ∈ B 
X,min(s) = min(f (s)). Then, if s, t ∈ B  X are such that s ▹ t , since min(t) = min(f (t)) and f (s) ▹ f (t), the second
element of s is also in f (s), unless f (s) is just the first element of s (which is excluded in our case). Taking successive shifts,
we see that s @ f (s). But as we will see, this is not possible. Note that f (s) properly extends s by the assumption made at
the beginning of the proof. Take X ′ ⊂ X with min(X ′) above the maximal element of f (s), and consider successive shifts of s
along X ′ and their respective images under f . Eventually we reach t ∈ B  X ′ with min(t) = min(X ′), but taking successive
shifts of f (s), we see that min(f (t))must be an element of f (s), which is a contradiction.
We will argue in a similar way to rule out that there is X such that for every s ∈ B  X,min(s) > min(f (s)), but for this
casewe need some extrawork. Suppose that X is such that for every s ∈ B  X,min(s) > min(f (s)). Givenm0 ∈ X , for every
t ∈ (B  X){m0}, we have that min(f ({m0} ∪ t)) < m0, therefore there is an infinite subset M0 of X and n0 < m0 such that
for every t ∈ B{m0}  M0,min(f ({m0}∪ t)) = n0. Fix nowm1 ∈ M0 withm1 > m0, then there isM1 ⊆ M0, and n1 > n0 such
that for every t ∈ B{m1}  M1,min(f ({m1}∪t)) = n1. Thus, by this fusion process we get two infinite setsM = {m0,m1, . . .}
and N = {n0, n1, . . .}, listed in increasing order, such that for every i, and every t ∈ B{mi}  M,min(f ({mi}∪ t)) = ni. Notice
that we can assume that
n0 < m0 < n1 < m1 < n2 < m2 < · · · < ni < mi < · · ·
since ni < ni+1 < mi would imply that for some infinite subsetM ′ ofM every s ∈ B  M ′ has min(f (s)) < mi, contradicting
that f preserves shifts.
Consider the mapping ϕ : M → N defined by ϕ(mi) = ni. For every s ∈ B  M, ϕ(min(s)) = min(f (s)). And the
collection {ϕ′′s : s ∈ B  M} is also an α-uniform family on N . Therefore, there is an infinite M ′ ⊆ M such that for every
s ∈ B  M ′, ϕ′′s @ f (s). Arguing as in the previous case, we get a contradiction since we can find an infinite subsetM ′′ ofM ′
above s such that for everym ∈ M ′′, ϕ(m) is above f (s). Shifting s alongM ′′ and using the fact that f preserves shifts, we get
a contradiction. 
Using Lemma 3.2, we can now conclude that under our hypothesis there is s ∈ B such that |s| < |f (s)|.
Corollary 3.3. Let B and C be uniform families with rank of B strictly less that rank of C, and let f : B → C be such that for
s, t ∈ B ,
s ▹ t implies f (s) ▹ f (t).
Then there is s ∈ B such that |s| < |f (s)|.
Proof. Assume that for every s ∈ B we have min(s) < min(f (s)). Consider the mapping h : C → B that sends every t ∈ C
to its unique initial segment that belongs toB. Now, define g : C → C by g = f ◦ h. Using Lemma 3.1, we find an infinite
set Y such that for t, r ∈ C  Y , if min(t) < min(r), then |t| ≤ |r|. Let t ∈ C  Y , since min(h(t)) < min(f (h(t))), then
|h(t)| < |t| ≤ |g(t)|. Thus s = h(t) is our desired element s ofB  Y with |s| < |f (s)|. 
Theorem 3.4. Any two uniform familiesA and B are comparable with respect to the ordering ≼. Moreover, if the rank of A is
strictly smaller than the rank of B thenA ⋠ B , and thusB ≺ A.
Proof. Suppose thatA andB are uniform on a set X . By II.3.12 of [3], there is an infinite subset Y of X such thatA  Y ⊆ B¯
orB  Y ⊆ A¯. In the first case, every element ofB  Y contains an initial segment inA  Y . Define ϕ : B  Y → A  Y by
letting ϕ(s) be the unique initial segment of s which belongs to A. It should be clear that ϕ is a shift homomorphism. The
other possibility is treated in a similar way, giving a shift homomorphism fromA  Y toB  Y .
IfA is α-uniform on X andB is β-uniform on X , with α < β , thenB ≼ A, since in this caseA  Y ⊆ B¯.
The rest of the proof follows from the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.5. Let B be a barrier on X ⊆ ω, and let s, t ∈ B withmax(s) < min(t). The shortest odd cycle on (B,▹) consisting
of two disjoint ▹-directed paths starting at s and ending in t has size 2|s| + 1.
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Proof. Given s, t ∈ B  X , with max(s) < min(t), the shortest ▹-path from s to t has length |s| + 1, and it is obtained by
taking consecutive shifts along s∪ t . If X ∩ (max(s),min(t)) ≠ ∅, and k ∈ X ∩ (max(s),min(t)) ≠ ∅, we can get a different
path from s to t of length one step longer by shifting along s ∪ {k} ∪ t . Since this path also starts with s and ends with t , the
cycle we obtain taking both paths has size 2|s| + 1. 
Lemma 3.6. Let A,B be two barriers and let ϕ : A→ B be a shift homomorphism. An odd cycle inA formed by two disjoint
▹-directed paths goes by ϕ to a collection of elements of B that contains an odd cycle of the same kind of possibly shorter length.
Proof. Let s0, . . . , s2n be an odd cycle in (A,▹) of minimal length, formed by two disjoint ▹-directed paths. The collection
ϕ(s0), . . . , ϕ(s2n) may have smaller cardinality since ϕ is not necessarily injective. We will show that this collection must
contain an odd cycle of the same kind. We can assume that the cycle s0, . . . , s2n is formed by two paths from s0 to s2n,
removing the starting and the end points, the two remaining paths have lengths n and n−1. Sinceϕ is a shift homomorphism,
each ▹-path goes by ϕ to a ▹-path, and therefore the image of the cycle cannot reduce to a single path from ϕ(s0) to ϕ(s2n).
So there must be cycles contained in this collection. And at least one of them must be odd (the identified points come from
exactly two elements of the original cycle, and if all the subcycles in the image are even, the total number of elements of the
original cycle must be even). 
To conclude the proof of the theorem, let A be α-uniform and B be β-uniform with α < β . Then there is an infinite
subset Y of ω such thatA  Y ⊆ B¯, and thusB ≼ A.
Suppose there is an infinite X and a shift homomorphism f from A  X to B  X . By Lemma 3.2 we can assume
that for every s ∈ A  X we have that min(s) < min(f (s)), and by Lemma 3.1 we can also assume that for every
s ∈ A  X, |s| < |f (s)|.
Fix s ∈ A  X such that |s| < |f (s)|. A minimal odd ▹-cycle inA  X starting at s = h(t) has size 2|s| + 1, and is mapped
by f to a collection of elements inB  X containing an odd cycle of at most the same size. But notice that all the elements in
this collection have their minima strictly above min(s), and thus by our assumptions for every t in this collection, |s| < |t|.
Nevertheless, Lemma 3.5 says that the shortest odd cycle starting on such a t has size 2|t|+1, andwe get a contradiction. 
Corollary 3.7. There is a descending sequence of length ω1 in the quasi-ordering given by≼ on the collection of families of finite
subsets of ω.
The referee of this paper points out that a result related to Theorem 3.4 has been recently proved in [2], Theorems 3.16
and 3.18.
4. Specker graphs
A graph G = ([ω]k, E) is said to be a Specker graph if its set of vertices is [ω]k for some k ∈ ω, and E is defined by a
fixed way of interrelating two elements of [ω]k when they are placed in their natural order. More precisely, there are two
partitions of k, (i0, . . . , il) and (j0, . . . , jm) such that for s, t ∈ [ω]k, s = {s0, . . . , sk−1}, t = {t0, . . . , tk−1}, {s, t} ∈ E if
s0 < · · · < si0 < t0 < · · · < tj0 < si0+1 < · · · < si0+i1 < tj0+1 < · · · < tj0+j1 < · · · .
In this case we say that the relation E is given by
(i0, . . . , il); (j0, . . . , jm).
The edge relation is thus defined in terms of the oscillation between two elements of [ω]k (i.e. the number of times they
alternate in the natural order), and the sizes of the blocks determined by the alternation (see [16]).
In particular, the relation defined on [ω]k by
s0 < t0 < s1 < t1 < · · · < sk−1 < tk−1
defines a Specker graph.
If E is a relation of this kind on [ω]k, {s, t} ∈ E implies that s∩ t = ∅, and we write sEt to indicate that min(s) < min(t).
Graphs of this sort were considered by Specker in [15]. They have been used to give examples of graphs with certain
specified chromatic number and no small odd cycles (see [18,9]). Interesting recent applications of Specker graphs to Banach
space theory can be found in [1].
An easy application of Ramsey’s theorem allows us to show that all graphs defined by some binary relation E as above
have infinite chromatic number. We have the following general result about chromatic numbers of graphs of this sort.
Theorem 4.1. If G is a Specker graph, then G is infinitely chromatic.
Proof. Suppose that G = ([ω]k, E) is a Specker graph on [ω]k for some k ∈ ω, and that c is a finite coloring of G. Then, by
Ramsey’s theorem, there is an infinite A ⊆ ω such that the subgraph ([A]k, E) is monochromatic. But it is quite obvious that
we can find two elements s, t of [A]k such that sEt , which contradicts that c is a coloring of the graph defined by the relation
E. 
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It is easy to see that if G is a Specker graph defined on [ω]k by the relation E given by
s0 < t0 < s1 < t1 < · · · < sk−1 < tk−1,
then not only its chromatic number is infinite, but also G contains a homomorphic image of a shift graph defined on some
uniform family. Consider the mapping ϕ : [ω]2k−1 → [ω]k given by
ϕ({v0, v1, . . . , v2k−2}) = {v2i : i = 0, 1, . . . , k− 1}.
Observe that if u, v ∈ [ω]2k−1, and u ▹ v, then {ϕ(u), ϕ(v)} ∈ E. Thus, ϕ is a graph homomorphism from the shift graph
([ω]2k−1,▹) to the graph G.
Similar arguments, with different definitions of the homomorphism ϕ, work for other kinds of Specker graphs, given by
other ways of defining the edge relation.
For i ≤ n ∈ ω, define the relation Eni as follows: for s, t ∈ [ω]n, sEni t if and only if s = ⟨s0, . . . , sn−1⟩, t = ⟨t0, . . . , tn−1⟩
and
s0 < s1 < · · · < si−1 < t0 < si < t1 < si+1 < · · · sn−1 < tn−i < · · · < tn−1.
For this relation the interlacing starts after the first i elements of s.
The graph ([ω]n, Eni ) is then a Specker graph.
The relation En1 defines the Specker graph on [ω]n given by
s0 < t0 < s1 < t1 < · · · < sn−1 < tn−1,
and the relation Enn is just
s0 < · · · < sn−1 < t0 < · · · < tn−1.
For these two cases, i = 1 and i = n, it is easy to find a barrier B and a function ϕ : B → [ω]n such that given
s, t ∈ [ω]n, sEt if and only if there are u, v ∈ B such that u ▹ v and ϕ(u) = s and ϕ(v) = t .
The case En1 was treated above. For the case E
n
n , we can take forB the Schreier family
S = {u : |u| = min(u)+ 1}
on an infinite set H = {h0, h1, . . .} with, for example, n < h0 and 2hk < hk+1. In this case we can define ϕ(u) =last n
elements of u. If u, v ∈ S  H , and u ▹ v, then all elements of ϕ(v) are above the elements of ϕ(u).
We prove now a general result for all the relations Eni with 1 < i ≤ n which serves as a preparation for Theorem 4.5
which is the main result of this section.
Recall that ifB and C are two families of finite sets of natural numbers, then
B ⊕ C = {s ∪ t : s ∈ C, t ∈ B, and max (s) < min(t)}.
Theorem 4.2. Given 1 < i ≤ n ∈ ω, there are a barrier B , an infinite set X ⊆ ω, and a graph homomorphism
ϕ : (B  X,▹)→ ([ω]n  X, Eni ).
Proof. Given 0 < i ≤ n, let k be the least integer≥ ni . Consider the barrierB = [ω]k⊕S, where S = {u : |u| = min(u)+1},
the Schreier barrier. And let X ⊆ ω be a sufficiently fast set, for example having the difference between two consecutive
elements of X at least 2n. Define the map ϕ : B  X → [ω]n as follows. Given s ∈ B  X, s = s0, s1, sk−1, sk, . . . , ssk , has
its first k elements followed by an element of the Schreier barrier starting with sk. The first k elements of s will be used as
indicators of positions in the element of the Schreier barrier sk, . . . , ssk (see Fig. 1). ϕ(s) will be an n-element subset of s
obtained taking k blocks from s. The first block starts in the s0 position of sk, . . . , ssk and then takes every other element of
this set until completing i elements. The second block starts in the s1 + 2 position and also takes every other element of
sk, . . . , ssk after that until completing i elements. Continue this way until the last block, which starts at the sk−1 + 2(k− 1)
position and takes every other element until completing with the previous blocks an n element subset of sk, . . . , ssk .
More formally, if k(i− 1) = n+ j (0 ≤ j < i− 1), ϕ(s) is the union of the following subsets of s:
sk+s0 , sk+s0+2, . . . , sk+s0+2i−2
sk+s1+2, sk+s1+4, . . . , sk+s1+2i
...
sk+sk−2+2(k−2), sk+sk−2+2(k−2)+2, . . . , sk+sk−2+2(k−2)+2i−2
sk+sk−1+2(k−1), sk+sk−1+2(k−1)+2, . . . , sk+sk−1+2(k−1)+2i−2.
It is then easy to verify that if s ▹ t , for t ∈ B, then ϕ(s)Eni ϕ(t). 
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Fig. 1. Let u = {n,m, k} ∪ r with r ∈ S. If u ▹ v, then v = {m, k, r(0)} ∪ r ′ with r ▹ r ′ . Them-th element of r ′ is them+ 1-th element of r .
As an illustration of the technique, let us consider Eni in the case that i > n/2. Then only two blocks are needed to define
the homomorphism. Consider the barrierB = S⊕[ω]2, where S = {u : |u| = min(u)+ 1}, the Schreier barrier. Define the
map ϕ : B  X → [ω]n as follows. X is a sufficiently fast subset of ω that will be specified later.
Given s ∈ B  X, s = ⟨s0, s1, s2, . . . , ss2⟩, where ⟨s2, s2, . . . , ss2⟩ = s′ is an element of the Schreier barrier starting with
s2. The first two elements of s will be used as indicators of positions in s′. ϕ(s) will be an n-element subset of s obtained as
follows:
ϕ(s) starts with the element of s′ determined by s0 and then takes every other element of this set until completing i
elements. The second part of ϕ(s) starts with the element of s′ in the position determined by s1 + 2 and also takes every
other element of s′ after that until completing n− i elements.
More formally, ϕ(s) is the union of the following subsets of s:
{ss0 , ss0+2, ss0+4, . . . , ss0+2i−2}, and {ss1+2, ss1+4, . . . , ss1+2n−2i+2}.
To make sure that ss0+2i−2 < ss1 + 2, we take X such that any two consecutive elements of X are sufficiently far apart,
say, xi+1 − xi > n.
It is then easy to verify that if s ▹ t , for t ∈ B, then ϕ(s)Eni ϕ(t). Notice that if t ∈ B is such that s ▹ t , then the first
element of ϕ(t) is ss1+1; after that the elements of ϕ(s) and ϕ(t) alternate, ending with an element of ϕ(s); and finally, there
are imore elements of ϕ(t) above the top element of ϕ(s).
Our purpose now is to characterize the family of Specker graphs for which there is a uniform family B and a graph
homomorphism from (B,▹) into G. For this wewill use functions ϕ : S⊕[ω]m → [ω]n defined in the following way. Given
u ∈ S ⊕ [ω]m we write u = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1, r0, r1, . . . , rr0}, in increasing order, where r = {r0, r1, . . . , rr0} ∈ S. We
define ϕ on S ⊕ [ω]m  X , for some infinite X , in such a way that
ϕ(u) = ϕ(u)u0 ∪ ϕ(u)u1 ∪ · · · ∪ ϕ(u)um−1 ,
where for each j < m, ϕ(u)uj is a subset of r contained in a segment of length 2n of r ‘‘around’’ ruj , the uj-th element of r , i.e.
ϕ(u)uj ⊆ [ruj−n, ruj+n].
It is clear that if X is fast enough, then for each j < m− 1,
[ruj−n, ruj+n] ∩ [ruj+1−n, ruj+1+n] = ∅,
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and therefore the segments ϕ(u)uj form a block sequence
ϕ(u)u0 < ϕ(u)u1 < · · · < ϕ(u)um−1 .
The homomorphisms defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2 are of this form. For example define ϕ : S ⊕ [ω]3 → [ω]5
putting, for u ∈ S ⊕ [ω]3, u = {u0, u1, u2, r0, . . . , rr0},
ϕ(u) = ϕ(u)u0 ∪ ϕ(u)u2 ∪ ϕ(u)u2 ,
where ϕ(u)u0 = {ru0 , ru0+2}, ϕ(u)u1 = {ru1 , ru1+2}, and ϕ(u)u2 = {ru2}.
In general, for u, v ∈ S ⊕ [ω]m, if u ▹ v, then since uj+1 = vj for j < m− 1, then ϕ(u)uj+1 and ϕ(v)vj are both contained
in the same interval [r(uj+1)−n, r(uj+1)+n]. Thus, choosing the positions of ϕ(u)uj in the corresponding interval of r when ϕ is
defined, we can control how ϕ(u)uj+1 and ϕ(v)vj are interwoven and obtain ϕ(u)Rϕ(v) for a given Specker type relation on
[ω]n.
Our main result, Theorem 4.5 characterizes the collection of Specker graphs that contain a homomorphic image of a shift
graph defined on some uniform family. The proof will be by induction on the oscillation of the edge relation of the Specker
graph. In some cases a direct construction of the homomorphism is possible. This will be shown for a wide class of Specker
graphs afterwards.
Not every Specker graph contains the homomorphic image of a shift graph.
Example 4.3. We give now an example of a binary relation E on [ω]2 for which the graph ([ω]2, E) does not admit a graph
homomorphism from any (B,▹).
Let E be the binary relation defined on [ω]2 by
sEt if and only if s0 < t0 < t1 < s1, or t0 < s0 < s1 < t1,
where s = {s0, s1} and t = {t0, t1}.
Consider the graph ([ω]2, E), which by Theorem 4.1 is infinitely chromatic. The graph ([ω]2, E) contains subgraphs of
the form Kn for every n ∈ ω, but all its vertices, except {0, 1} and {0, 2} (which are isolated), are in the same connected
component.
Suppose there is a barrier B and a graph homomorphism ϕ : (B,▹) → ([ω]2, E). Consider the barrier B[2], as in
Definition 2.8, and its partition
B[2] = B0 ∪B1,
whereB0 = {s ∪ t : s, t ∈ B, s ▹ t,min(ϕ(s)) < min(ϕ(t))}.
So, if s ∪ t ∈ B0,
ϕ(s)0 < ϕ(t)0 < ϕ(t)1 < ϕ(s)1.
SinceB[2] is a Ramsey family (see [13,3]) there is an infinite setM ⊆ ω and i ∈ {0, 1} such thatB[2]  M = Bi  M .
But then, given a sequence
s0 ▹ s1 ▹ s2 ▹ · · ·
of elements of B  M we have ϕ(s0)Eϕ(s1)Eϕ(s2)E · · ·, and independent of the value of i this gives an infinite descending
sequence of natural numbers. Therefore, no such homomorphism exists.
A similar way of reasoning gives that for a large family of Specker graphs there is no homomorphism from a shift graph
into a member of the family.
Proposition 4.4. Let E is a binary relation defined on [ω]k, and suppose that for some i < k if sEt and min(s) < min(t), then
t(i) < s(i). Then, there is no graph homomorphism ϕ from a shift graph (B  X,▹) defined on a barrier B  X, X ⊆ ω infinite,
into the graph ([X]k, E).
Proof. Suppose there are a barrier B, an infinite X ⊆ ω and a homomorphism ϕ : (B  X,▹) → ([X]k, E). Then, given a
sequence
s0 ▹ s1 ▹ s2 ▹ · · ·
of elements ofB  X , we get
ϕ(s0)Eϕ(s1)Eϕ(s2)E · · · ,
and therefore,
ϕ(s0)(i) > ϕ(s1)(i) > ϕ(s2)(i) > · · · ,
a contradiction. 
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The next theorem shows that this is the only reason that prevents such homomorphisms to exist.
Theorem 4.5. If the relation R is defined on [ω]n is such that sRt implies that for every i < n, si < ti, then there are a barrier B ,
an infinite set X, and a homomorphism ϕ : (B  X,▹)→ ([ω]n, R).
Proof. Let R be a binary relation defined on [ω]n by
(n0, n1, . . . , nk); (m0,m1, . . . ,mk).
In other words,m0 +m1 + · · · +mk = n0 + n1 + · · · + nk = n and for s, t ∈ [ω]n, sRt if and only if
s0 < · · · < sn0−1 < t0 < · · · < tm0−1 < sn0 < · · · < sn0+n1−1
< tm0 < · · · < tm0+m1−1 < sn0+n1 < · · · < sn0+n1+n2−1 < tm0+m1 < · · · .
Thus, in the natural order the first n0 elements of s are followed by the firstm0 elements of t , which are, in turn, followed
by the next n1 elements of s, then the nextm1 elements of t , etc. We also require that R is such that if sRt , then s is dominated
by t , i.e. for every i < n, s(i) < t(i), which implies that there are numbers i0, i1, . . . , ik−1 all≥ 0, such that
m0 + i0 = n0
m0 +m1 + i1 = n0 + n1
...
m0 +m1 + · · · +mk−1 + ik−1 = n0 + n1 + · · · + nk−1.
In particular there is i ≥ 0 such thatmk = nk + i.
We want to construct a homomorphism ϕ : S ⊕ [ω]l → [ω]n for some l ∈ ω such that for some infinite X ⊆ ω, and for
every u, v ∈ S ⊕ [ω]l  X ,
u ▹ v ⇒ ϕ(u)Rϕ(v).
Consider the relation E on [ω]n−nk given by the sequences
(n0, . . . , nk−1); (m0, . . . ,mk−1 + i).
Inductively, assume there is a homomorphism
ψ : (S ⊕ [ω]m,▹)→ ([ω]n−nk , E)
of the form described above. That is, for u = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} ∪ r , with r ∈ S,
ψ(u) = ψ(u)u0 ∪ ψ(u)u1 ∪ · · · ∪ ψ(u)um−1 ,
where each component ψ(u)ui is contained in [rui−n, rui+n], the interval of r corresponding to ui.
Given u ∈ S ⊕ [ω]m+1, say u = {u0, u1, . . . , um} ∪ r , we will use ψ({u0, u1, . . . , um−1} ∪ r) to define ϕ(u). Let
u′ = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} ∪ r .
Case 1. The top component of ψ(u′), ψ(u′)um−1 , has size≥ i.
In this case we can assume that ψ({u0, u1, . . . , um−1 ∪ r}) is such that
ψ(u)um−1 = {rum−1−nk−1, . . . , rum−1−1, rum−1} ∪ {rum−1+nk , rum−1+nk+1, . . . , rum−1+nk+i−1}.
In other words, ψ leaves a space of size nk just below the last i elements of ψ(u′).
Then ϕ : S ⊕ [ω]m+1 → [ω]n is defined putting a top component for ϕ(u) of size nk, starting at the um-th element of r .
More formally, ϕ(u)ui = ψ(u′)ui for i < m, and
ϕ(u)um = {rum , rum+1, . . . , rum+nk}.
Thus, ϕ(u) = ψ({u0, . . . , um−1} ∪ r) ∪ {rum , rum+1, . . . , rum+nk}.
It easy to verify that if u, v ∈ S ⊕ [ω]m+1 with u ▹ v, then ϕ(u)Rϕ(v), since by hypothesis ψ(u′)Eψ(v′) (where
u′ = {u0, u1, . . . , um−1} and v′ = {v0, v1, . . . , vm−1}); andwe can assure that ϕ(v)vm is placed between the first nk elements
and the last i elements of ϕ(u)um , because if necessary we modify ψ opening this space in the top component and in the
previous components where necessary.
Case 2. The top component of ψ(u) has size i2 < i. In this case,mk = nk + i, and i = i1 + i2, with both i1 and i2 positive,
and the top portion of ψ(u) has size i2.
To define ϕ in this case, first modifyψ adding a space of lengthmk−1 and nk new elements to the top component ofψ(u),
and also modifying the next to the top component of ψ(u), corresponding to um−2, opening a space of size nk between its
firstmk−1 elements and its last i2 elements.
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This way we obtain ϕ putting
ϕ(u)um−1 = ψ(u′)um−1 ∪ {nk new elements on top},
and ϕ(u)um−2 adding, if necessary, a space of size nk to ψ(u)um−2 just before the last i2 elements of ψ(u)um−2 . Thus the top
component of ϕ(u) has size i2 + nk.
Note that in this second case, there must be a component ofψ(u) corresponding to um−2, since otherwiseψ was defined
on S ⊕ [ω]1 and thus m0 = n0. This means that we would be in the case that k = 1 and nk = n1 = m1 = mk, contrary to
our assumption.
Thus, in this case, ϕ is defined on S ⊕ [ω]m. 
For example, consider the relation E on [ω]6 defined by sEt if and only if
s0 < s1 < s2 < t0 < s3 < s4 < t1 < s5 < t2 < t3 < t4 < t5.
We will describeB and ϕ : B → [ω]6 such that
sEt if and only if ∃u, v ∈ B(ϕ(u) = s, ϕ(v) = t, u ▹ v)
LetB = S ⊕ [ω]3, and define ϕ : B → [ω]3 as follows. If s ∈ B,
s = ⟨s(0), s(1), s(2)⟩ ⌢t ,
with t ∈ S. Then put
ϕ(s) = ⟨t(s(0)+ 2), t(s(1)), t(s(1)+ 2), t(s(2)− 1), t(s(2)), t(s(2)+ 2)⟩.
It will be easy to verify that if s, r ∈ B, s ▹ r , then ϕ(s)Eϕ(r).
Corollary 4.6. A Specker graph G = ([ω]n, R) contains the homomorphic image of a shift graph defined on a uniform family if
and only if the relation R is such that sRt implies that for every i < n, si < ti.
The proof of Theorem 4.5 was done by induction, but for certain Specker graphs a homomorphism from a shift graph can
be constructed directly. We show how to do that for all Specker graphs defined by an edge relation with the property (∗)
defined below.
Let R be a binary relation defined on [ω]n by
(n0, n1, . . . , nk); (m0,m1, . . . ,mk),
withm0 +m1 + · · · +mk = n0 + n1 + · · · + nk = n.
Thus, sRt if and only if
s0 < · · · < sn0−1 < t0 < · · · < tm0−1 < sn0 < · · · < sn0+n1−1
< tm0 < · · · < tm0+m1−1 < sn0+n1 < · · · < sn0+n1+n2−1 < tm0+m1 < · · · .
Suppose also that R is such that of sRt , then s is dominated by t . As before, there are i0, i1, . . . , ik−1 all≥ 0, such that
m0 + i0 = n0
m0 +m1 + i1 = n0 + n1
...
m0 +m1 + · · · +mk−1 + ik−1 = n0 + n1 + · · · + nk−1.
And the following equalities hold.
m0 + i0 = n0
m1 + i1 = n1 + i0
...
mk−1 + ik−1 = nk−1 + ik−2
mk = nk + ik−1.
Assume that for every 0 < j < k− 1, we have nj > ij. (∗)
Then a homomorphism ϕ can be defined from (S ⊕ [ω]k  X,▹) into ([ω]n, R), for some infinite sufficiently fast X ,
e.g. with |xi+1 − xi| > 4n. Given an element of S ⊕ [ω]k, composed by two parts, the bottom part which is in [ω]k and a top
part in S. We use, as before, the k numbers of the bottom part as indicators of positions in the top part that will tell us how
to select a subset of the top part.
Then let u ∈ S ⊕ [ω]k be u = {u0, . . . , uk−1} ∪ r and r ∈ S, r = {r0, r1, . . . , rr0}. ϕ(u) will be a subset of r that we will
describe in k steps.
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The first portion of ϕ(u) is the segment of r of length n0 whose top element is the u0-th element of r:
{ru0−(n0−1), . . . , ru0−1, ru0}.
For 0 < j < k− 1, the corresponding portion of r is the union of the segment of r of length ij−1 whose top element is the
(uj − 2n)-th element of r and the segment of length nj − ij whose first element is the (uj + 2n)-th element of r ,
{ruj−2n−(ij−1−1), . . . , ruj−2n−1, ruj−2n} ∪ {ruj+2n, ruj−2n+1, . . . , ruj−2n+(nj−ij−1)}.
The top portion of ϕ(s), corresponding to k − 1, is the union of the segment of r of length ik−1 with top element the
(uk−1− (k−1)n)-th element of r with the segment of length nk of r whose first element is the (uk−1+ (k−1)n)-th element
of r ,
{ruk−1−(k−1)n−(ik−1−1), . . . , ruk−1−(k−1)n−1, ruk−1−(k−1)n} ∪ {ruk−1+(k−1)n, ruk−1+(k−1)n+1, . . . , ruk−1+(k−1)n+(nk−1)}.
In each case, we leave free the segment of r given by (ruj−2n , ruj+2n) so that the previous component fits there. The previous
component has lengthmj−1 and will be placed there by the homomorphism ϕ applied to any shift of u.
Finally, we have some remarks about possible generalizations.
We can consider a more general family of graphs allowing relations E on [ω]k with some coincidences between elements
of s and t when defining sEt .
The technique of the proof of Theorem 4.2 can be generalized to define homomorphisms from shift graphs to graphs
defined by relations obtained modifying the relations Eni to have some (or all) of the first n − i elements of t coincide with
the corresponding of the last n− i elements of s.
For example, for i < n ∈ ω, consider the graph ([ω]n, F ni ) defined as follows: for s, t ∈ [ω]n, sF ni t if and only if
s = ⟨s0, . . . , sn−1⟩, t = ⟨t0, . . . , tn−1⟩ and
s0 < · · · < si−1 < t0 = si < t1 = si+1 < · · · < sn−1 = tn−i < · · · < tn−1.
Then, for the proof of the analogous result, we define ϕ without leaving spaces between consecutive elements of ϕ(s)
where we want the equality to hold.
Of course, not every graph of this sort admits a homomorphic image of a shift graph. Consider the graph defined on [ω]2
by the relation
sEt if and only if s(0) < t(0) < s(1) = t(1),
where s = {s(0), s(1)} and t = {t(0), t(1)}. Notice that this graph is formed by a countable sequence of finite connected
components of increasing sizes determined by the top element of the pairs. When the top element is n the component
contains the complete graph Kn. There is no homomorphic embedding from a shift graph (B,▹) into ([ω]2, E) for any non-
trivial barrierB. This is so, since the graph (B,▹) has only one connected component (any two elements s, t ofB are in the
same component since there is always a third element r ∈ B such that its minimum is above the maximal elements of s
and t , thus there is a path from s to r and a path from t to r). Therefore the whole graph (B,▹) has to be homomorphically
mapped within a single connected component of ([ω]2, E) but this is impossible since each connected component of this
latter graph has finite chromatic number.
A characterization similar to the one given above can probably be obtained for even more general families of graphs.
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